10 Dover Road, Poole, Dorset, BH13 6DZ, UK
+44 (0)1202 757 425

CONQUISTADOR

Length
30.99 m

Guests
12

Cabins
5

Crew
5

King
-

Queen
2

Single
-

Double
1

Twin
2

Pullman
2

Accommodations:
AFT DECK
. Round table for 6 and seating for up to 3 persons
. Ample swimming platform ( 2.25 mt width) where sunbathing or dip into the blue
MAIN DECK
. U-shaped conversation area consisting of 3 sofas, 2 armchairs and a glass coffee table. Accommodating up to 6/7 persons
. Loewe 52" custom made TV with lift system
. Formal dining: round, extensible table (diameter 142 cm, when closed) and chairs for up to 8 persons
. Access to the head fitted out in Carrara marble (starboard) and to the galley (port side)
MAIN DECK MASTER SUITE
. Queen-size bed with special Medical Care mattress
. 32" TV
. Two separate dressings with safe
. Desk with drawers, vanity corner
. En-suite bathroom with bidet and bathtub
LOWER DECK MASTER SUITE
. Full-beam stateroom with Queen-size bed and separated sofa
. 32" TV
. Vanity corner
. Walk-in closet with safe
. Bathroom with ample shower fitted out in emerald marble and gold mosaic
OTHER ACCOMMODATIONS ON THE LOWER DECK
. VIP forward (mattress size is cm 150x190) with TV and vanity corner, en-suite
. 2 twin cabins with single beds (185x80 cm), pullman (cm 177x72) and TV, en-suite
UPPER DECK SALON
The upper deck is accessible from the main salon by a stair.
Separated by the wheelhouse, there is a salon for relaxation and amusement:
. L-shaped sofa an two armchairs for up to 8 persons
. Extensible wooden table measuring 170x115 cm when open
. Flip down 30" Sharp TV
. Ice maker and wine cellar for up to 30 bottles
. Baby-fridge for yogurts, milk and jams
. Access to the upper deck exterior
UPPER DECK EXTERIOR
. Wooden table and chairs for up to 12 persons
. 2 BBQ
. Lounge area consisting in a woven sectional sofa, 2 armchairs and a pair of ample coffee tables
. Bose speakers throughout
SUN DECK
Partially shaded by a canvas bimini, the sun deck offers a stunning 360° view to the sea.
. 2 identical couches facing each other for up to 4 persons
. 2 loungers
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